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 SCIENTIFIC TUESDAY: STUDENTS POSE WITH “MR. SCIENCE” AS THEY EXPLORE CAUSE AND EFFECT   

Dear families: Four fantastic days of 

school this week!  Students kicked off 

the first units in writing and math.  We, 

also, began reading groups and literacy 

rotations. 

 

Reading:  Children enjoyed read-alouds 

throughout the week.  Books included 

were The Pigeon HAS to Go to School, 

Skin Again, Arghhhh You Ready to Meet 

Your School Counselor?, and A Squiggly 

Story.  This week, we focused on 

characters in a story.  In The Pigeon 

HAS to Go to School, the pigeon is 

telling the readers all about his 

emotions as he heads to school.  After 

reading, we created a character web 

and discussed his qualities.  What kind 

of pigeon is this character?  Students 

said that the pigeon is ‘funny’, ‘flying’, 

and ‘loves busses’.  Our sight words of 

the week were “I” and “am”.  We 

learned a song about ‘am’ and read 

short stories featuring these words.  

Children completed word work in 

literacy rotations.  This included 

tracing, building, and coloring the sight 

words!  We, also, studied letters, Mm 

and Bb.  Ask your child to tell you the 

sounds these letters make and the sign 

language symbol!  We wrote the letters 

in uppercase and lowercase on 

chalkboards and in our literacy logs (a 

binder full of our important literacy 

work).  In reading groups, we read I Am 

and I Am A.  The books featured sight 

words and tracking dots.  Tracking dots 

remind us to point at each word as we 

read and to track from left to right.  

Check out our books in your child’s 

reading bag! 

 

Writing:  Writer’s Workshop is off to a 

wonderful start!  We completed 

baseline writing samples so we can mark 

our progress as authors and illustrators 

as the year goes on.  Students enjoyed 

the mentor text, A Squiggly Story, 

where the character is just beginning 

to learn to write…but learns that he 

can create a great story with what he 

does know!  He only knows a few letters 

and how to make some squiggles and 

that’s okay!  As beginning writers, we 

are working to instill confidence in 

every child so that develop a love of 

learning.  We engaged in writing mini-

lessons where the teacher modeled 

narrative writing.  Children created 

their own narratives throughout the 

week and learned Writer’s Workshop 

procedures! 

 

Un-Bee-Lievable ‘B’ Hats 
Freinds made bee hats to feature our letter ‘B’.  

We learned the letter Bb makes a /b/ sound like 

in ball, brown, and bumble bee. 

 

 

Initial Sound Sort 

Students build their awareness of letter sounds 

during reading groups!  Children created a T-

chart comparing the sounds of letters Bb and 

Mm.  We sorted pictures of /b/ and /m/ items!
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Mathematics: “Counting and Cardinality” is our first unit in mathematics.  Children 

remembered math time routines, like counting the days of school, identifying numbers on 

the number parade, and identifying shapes on the shape parade.  Students began their 

interactive math notebooks, too!  In our notebooks, we integrated fine motor skills of 

cutting and tracing to write our numbers.  Our focus statement was, “I can write 

numbers.”  We practiced making one, two, and three!  As a whole group, we discussed ways 

to represent different numbers.  We can use pictures to show a number (like 2 

butterflies).  We can, also, use tens frames, tallies, fingers, place value blocks, numerals, 

or words!  We will review number formation for 1-3 on Monday and continue down the 

number line! 

 

Social Studies & Science:  We continued to 

focus on school routines and rules.  Students 

reviewed classroom rules and helped to recite 

hallway expectations every time we left the 

classroom.  Also, after reading Skin Again, we 

discussed how we are all unique and our skin colors 

are each special.  We compared our beautiful 

tones and mixed paints to make portraits with our 

own color.  Read about it in the “Creative 

Expression” section below.  Students, also, had 

their first Scientific Tuesday this week.  We 

are studying cause and effect.  Students made 

predictions about what would happen when we 

mixed vinegar with baking soda.  The results 

were explosive!    
 

Creative Expression:  Kindergarteners 

flourished as artists this week, as they explored the art center, attended art class, and 

enjoyed a guided art exploration.  Students read Skin Again by Bell Hooks and examined 

the vivid illustrations.  We mixed our own skin colors using paints labeled as “terracotta”, 

“caramel”, “olive”, “peach” and more.  Then, we painted using our own unique and special 

skin color!  In art class on Thursday, students read Little Yellow and Little Blue, a story 

about two colors that decided to become friends (and “mix” to make green) even though 

they were different.  Then, children mixed their own colors to make beautiful creations!  

Ask your child about what they made this week! 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

 THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12: Open House 6:00-7:30     

 TUESDAY, SEPTMEBER 17: Picture Day 

 FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11: No School – Columbus Day 

 MONDAY, OCTOBER 14: No School – Professional Day 

 EVERY THURSDAY: Ice Cream Day ($1.00 for an ice cream/popsicle) 

 If you have not completed health forms for kindergarten enrollment, 

please do so and send in on Monday!  Thanks! 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with any questions, concerns, or ideas!  Email me 

at jallaire@scotlandes.org. 

Upcoming Events and Important Notes 


